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By JEN KING

LISBON, Portugal The apparel and accessories industry is on the cusp of a new manufacturing revolution, but why
should the technological transformation begin at the luxury level?

Setting out to demonstrate how luxury's trendsetting position can fast track cutting-edge technologies, the CEO and
founder of Fashion Tech Lab Ventures spoke with Financial T imes' fashion editor Jo Ellison during the FT Business
of Luxury Summit May 16 on the subject. As consumer sentiment shifts increasingly toward ethical and sustainable
goods, luxury is likely to benefit from the many innovations currently being developed in secretive laboratories
strewn all over the world.

"The thing is, is  that the process of running the industry on 100 percent renewable and alternative energy and
resources is inevitable," said Miroslava Duma, CEO/founder of FTL Ventures.

"It will happen no matter what, it is  just the way we go and the way the world goes," she said.

The fourth Industrial Revolution 
During "The Manufacturing Revolution: How Technology Will Transform the Luxury Market" session May 15, Ms.
Duma discussed how FTL Ventures connects brands with labs that are hard at work on innovative technologies.

In just five months, Ms. Duma has raised $50 million for FTL Ventures. The company includes three pillars, an
investment vehicle, a collaborative arm and an experiential lab.

First, FTL Ventures brokers a relationship with labs, working to generate capital to support ongoing initiatives and
pipeline projects.

Then FTL Ventures introduces the lab's technology to a luxury brand, aiming for collaboration. Additionally, FTL
Ventures enables labs to create goods independently using their specific technology, such as temperature-control
apparel.
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Left to right: Miroslava Duma in conversation with Jo Ellison at FT Business of Luxury Summit

An example of a FTL Ventures partner is a secretive San Francisco-based lab that grows leather and furs from stem
cells. Since the grown materials are derived from authentic stem sells of a calf or mink, for instance, the result is  a
leather or fur of the highest quality imaginable.

FTL Venture has also partnered with a lab-grown diamond producer, Diamond Foundry.

Diamond Foundry recreates a true diamond by taking a microscopic piece of stone under carbon pressure to
replicate a diamond that is identical to what is mined from the earth.

For diamond purveyor such as De Beers and Russia's Alrosa, lab-grown diamonds may be the future of their industry
as the natural diamond capacity is expected to end around 2030 and can also offset of blood diamond concerns.

FTL Ventures also supports circular economy initiatives that take discarded waste and upcycle the material into
something new and useful.

For example, Italian fashion house Salvatore Ferragamo is demonstrating its dedication to sustainability with the
first apparel collection created from fabric derived from citrus fruits.

The Orange Fiber Collection marries Ferragamo's Italian craftsmanship and design with innovative research to
create a truly sustainable fabric from natural origin.
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Ferragamo worked with Orange Fiber, a FTL Ventures partner, on the limited-edition collection

Ferragamo is the first brand to use the exclusive Orange Fiber fabric in its designs, a twill similar in look and feel to
silk.

The sustainable fabric begins with the peels of citrus fruits after they have been juiced. In Italy alone, discarded fruit
rinds create more than 700,000 tons of by-product (see story).

According to Ms. Duma, when she first felt Orange Fiber, an FTL Ventures partner, she would have never guessed
that the fabric was not actual silk.

Top to bottom 
But, why start with luxury brands? Ms. Duma explained that while mass fashion brands such as H&M are open to
technological-innovations, it is  luxury brands that dictate trends.

By starting from the top, even if the market share is very small, there is more of a likelihood of luxury brands
investing in these innovations, which can lead to a mainstream embrace by consumers (see story).

Also, millennials and Gen Z consumers, demographics always in the crosshairs of luxury marketing, are very
interested in these types of technological advancements as there is more of a desire to protect the environment and
leave as little of a footprint as possible.

When Ms. Duma approaches luxury houses with FTL Ventures' partners, there have been two types of responses.

Brands can be genuinely interested and care about CSR and sustainability and even bring their own ideas to the
table. Then there are others that understand the trend, but come at the implementation from a PR and marketing
perspective on a product-driven basis.

Speaking candidly, Ms. Duma said she does not care which perspective a brand has, just as long as the technology
and sustainable ideology is embraced. Overall, the reaction has been warm, receptive and supportive.
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"We live in a very interesting time," FTL Ventures' Ms. Duma said. "We're at the forefront of the fourth industrial
revolution where everything is changing.

"If you think of how we used to live and breathe, just five years ago, it was quite a different life," she said.
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